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The Center for Democracy & Technology (CDT) is a non-profit advocacy organization working to
promote democratic values online and in new, existing, and emerging technologies.1 CDT pursues this
mission by supporting laws, policies, and technical tools which empower users, protect privacy, and
preserve individual rights online. CDT respectfully submits these comments in response to the request
for public comment2 from the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Data Privacy and Integrity
Advisory Council (DPIAC) on its draft report Privacy Recommendations in Connection with the Use of
Facial Recognition Technology.3
In this case, a very limited tasking from the DHS Privacy Office to the DPIAC has resulted in a very
limited set of recommendations. The tasking, and the DPIAC report, do not grapple with the glaring
reality that Congress has not authorized Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to employ facial
recognition technologies against U.S. citizens, but CBP is doing it nonetheless. Facial recognition
technologies have also been shown to have inaccuracies, to result in discriminatory treatment of
people with dark skin, and, when authorized to be used in a limited context, to spread to other
contexts without adequate scrutiny.
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Facial recognition technology may prove to be a useful tool for law enforcement like CBP, however
there are other significant associated privacy and civil liberties concerns abound. As CBP
acknowledged, “facial recognition poses a unique set of privacy issues. Facial images can be captured
at a distance, covertly, and without consent.”4 Safeguards are needed to prevent abuse. DHS failed to
take advantage of the opportunity to task DPIAC with engaging with and provide guidance on these
important issues.
Our comments on this report center on four points that highlight our broader concerns with CBP’s use
of facial recognition technology: 1) CBP has exceeded its legal mandate by employing facial recognition
technology on U.S. citizens; 2) Facial recognition technology is discriminatory and inaccurate; 3) The
biometric entry-exit system is prone to mission creep; and 4) Congressional oversight and legislation is
needed to address these problems.
I. Customs and Border Protection has exceeded its legal mandate by employing facial recognition
technology on U.S. citizens.
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS), U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) is
congressionally mandated to deploy a biometric entry-exit system to record non-citizens’ arrivals and
departures to and from the United States. Congress first mandated an automated entry-exit system
that would create a record for every non-U.S. citizen departing from the United States and match it
with the record for the non-U.S. citizen arriving to the United States.5 The purpose of this system was
to identify individuals who overstayed their visas. Later, the 9/11 Commission recommended the
adoption of a “biometrics based entry-exit system” at the nation’s borders in 2004.6 Congress codified
this recommendation and directed DHS to implement the “requirement for the collection of biometric
exit data for all categories of individuals who are required to provide biometric entry data.”7 The
purpose of this system was to identify terrorists, individuals traveling with fraudulent documents, and
visa overstays.8 Congress passed numerous pieces of legislation in the intervening years addressing the
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biometric entry-exit system. The categories of targeted individuals have included various categories of
non-U.S. citizens and visa waiver participants.
Despite ample opportunity to do so, in the last 15 years Congress never explicitly instructed DHS, and
later CBP,9 to include U.S. citizens in biometric entry-exit.10 Nonetheless, CBP has deployed facial
recognition technology at U.S. land, sea and air ports of entry and collected biometrics from U.S.
citizens.11 The Traveler Verification Service (TVS), CBP’s cloud based facial matching service, retains
both U.S. citizens’ and non-citizens’ photos in TVS for up to 12 hours, photos of non-immigrants and
green card holders are stored for up to 14 days in an Automated Targeting System database.12 Photos
of “in-scope travelers”13 are retained in IDENT, the central DHS-wide system for storage and processing
of biometric and associated biographic information for national security, for up to 75 years.14 CBP’s
biometric entry-exit system should not include U.S. citizens. The inclusion of U.S. citizens was never
legally authorized, and the practice must stop immediately.
It should also be noted that CBP has not been mandated to deploy facial recognition technology on
non-U.S. citizens as a part of biometric entry-exit. Other less sensitive biometrics like fingerprints could
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have been operationalized. As alluded to above, CBP even acknowledged this sensitivity in its PIA, “[a]s
with all biometric modalities, facial recognition poses a unique set of privacy issues. Facial images can
be captured at a distance, covertly, and without consent. Further, facial images are ubiquitous, and
whereas individuals may take measures to avoid fingerprint and iris collection, there are fewer ways to
hide one’s face.”15 In deciding to pursue facial recognition, CBP appears to have chosen the biometric
easier to collect without traveler resistance, even though facial recognition can have a greater longterm invasive impact than other biometrics. “[F]acial recognition has presented CBP with the best
biometric approach because it can be performed relatively quickly, with a high degree of accuracy, and
in a manner perceived as less invasive to the traveler (e.g., no actual physical contact is required to
collect the biometric).”16 Numbing people to the fact that they’re engaging in a security process is not a
valid excuse for collecting a biometric more sensitive than fingerprints.
II. Facial recognition technology is discriminatory and inaccurate.
Research has demonstrated that facial recognition technology is discriminatory and does not perform
with sufficient rates of accuracy. With respect to discrimination, the technology does not perform
equally across race and gender. Error rates, either false positives or false negatives occur with greater
frequency for individuals with darker skin and for women. Indeed, inspector reports reviewing CBP’s
technology have also identified these concerns. A September 2018 Inspector General report stated
that “[f]urther, due to missing or poor quality digital images, CBP could not consistently match
individuals of certain age groups or nationalities”17 and the 2017 match rate “limited biometric
confirmation to only 85 percent of all passengers processed.18
Commercial facial recognition software has not fared better. There exists a rich body of research calling
into question the ability of many algorithms to match faces with adequate certainty, and that again the
software does not evenly distribute error rates across race and gender.19 Amazon’s Rekognition
software for example has been repeatedly criticized for not adequately ensuring equal performance for
women, and individuals with darker skin.20
15
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Currently the remediation for an alert of a “non-match” at airports is a manual inspection by CBP
officers of the traveler’s passport. Concerns about misidentification should not compound the anxiety
many communities of color already experience while traveling.21 Furthermore the consequences of an
error may change over time. We discuss below that this system’s mission may expand, and an error
may result in a custodial interrogation, or a traveler missing their flight.
Our concerns with accuracy and discrimination may be addressed over time. Facial recognition
technology has demonstrably improved over the last few years.22 Academics and activists have brought
the issue to the attention of media outlets, the government, as well as developers. We have hope that
the pressure they face from these stakeholders, as well as market incentives, will help resolve these
issues. In the meantime though, CBP must have its systems audited for discrimination and accuracy
and provide the results to the public. If the system cannot operate at adequate levels of accuracy
balanced across race and gender, CBP should not employ the technology.
III. The biometric entry-exit system is prone to mission creep.
Biometric entry-exit was authorized only for non-U.S. citizens, and its purpose was to identify noncitizen terrorists, immigration fraud and visa overstays. However, the deployment of biometric
technology at airports seems to be expanding to all travelers, including citizens, and including
individuals who are not even crossing the U.S. border. Individuals living in and traveling within the
United States will increasingly be subjected to government use of facial recognition technology. TSA is
partnering with CBP in implementing biometric entry-exit, and in September 2018 released a report
TSA Biometrics Roadmap for Aviation Security & the Passenger Experience, which stated that TSA plans
to collect the facial biometric images for travelers enrolled TSA PreCheck, and seeks to incorporate
“voluntary” biometric screening for all other travelers as well.23
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Given the money, time and resources expended on biometric entry-exit thus far there will be a
temptation to expand the uses to which facial recognition data is put, and those uses will extend
beyond the goal of controlling entry and exit. This is already occurring:
“CBP collects information under this process in order to verify the identities of travelers
departing the United States; however, CBP uses border crossing information more
broadly. CBP creates entry and exit records primarily in support of its mission to
facilitate legitimate travel and enforce immigration laws, which include activities related
to counterterrorism and immigration enforcement. CBP may share information with
federal, state, and local authorities, which may be authorized to use the information for
purposes beyond the scope of CBP’s mission.”24
Further, the government may wish to expand the system from identity-verification to lookout systems
for warrants, or images of individuals who are perceived as persons of interest. Warrant databases as
well as criminal record databases are error prone.25 Connecting the two would exacerbate the negative
experiences of communities of color who are already disproportionality represented in these systems
due to historic racial disparities in policing.
Biometric collection was initially justified for security purposes. CBP now highlights efficiency and ease
of air travel as a new justification for its collection. We already see evidence of mission creep. Airports
should also not become one-stop security lookouts.
IV. Congressional oversight and legislation is needed.
Congressional oversight and legislation are needed to safeguard individuals from the privacy and civil
liberties harms arising from the use of facial recognition technology. In October 2018 Congress took an
important first step. Congress passed the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 which calls for TSA to
consult with the Commissioner of CBP and prepare a report for the appropriate committees of
Congress on the use of biometric technology to identify travelers. The report will arm Congress with
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valuable information to guide its oversight as well legislation regulating the technology. Specifically,
the report will provide assessments on the operation and security impact of using biometric
technology to identify travelers, the potential effects on privacy of the expansion of the use of
biometric technology and related methods to mitigate risks to privacy, and methods to analyze and
address matching errors related to race, gender or race associated with biometric technology like facial
recognition technology. With respect to the biometric entry-exit program specifically, assessments
must be provided on error rates and the effects of biometric technologies to ensure that such
technologies do not unduly burden categories of travelers, such as certain races, genders, or
nationalities. CBP and TSA are to provide information on the results of audits of the technology’s
performance including assessments on performance with respect to race, gender and age. The report
must also include “an assessment of what percentage of the detection of fraudulent identifications
could have been accomplished using conventional methods,” and the effects on privacy of the use of
biometric technologies.26
This report will arm Congress with vitally needed information to evaluate some of the concerns we
described above. Congressional oversight and legislation may result in:
● Mandated sufficient resources to ensure that U.S. citizens are excluded from biometric entryexit and processed efficiently
● A Congressionally-ordered moratorium on the use of facial recognition technology by CBP until
non-discrimination and accuracy goals are met
● An affirmative ban on connecting external databases like warrant databases with TVS
● An affirmative ban on mandating biometric identification for domestic air travel
● Where biometric identification is permitted, a determination to limit use of facial recognition as
the biometric identifier.
The rollout of facial recognition by DHS entities is still in its nascent stages and Congress is still in a
position to assess whether the benefits of using facial recognition technology are outweighed by the
accompanying privacy and security risks. Perhaps an assessment may demonstrate that “biometric
entry-exit” is a solution in search of a problem, and that biographic data is more than sufficient to
address issues of visa overstay. Regardless, CBP’s use of facial recognition technology is an issue of
immediate concern that demands Congressional investigation, and subsequent regulation.
***

As our comment indicates, we have many concerns with CBP’s use of facial recognition technology.
CBP has expanded its biometric entry-exit system to U.S. citizens without congressional authorization,
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and the program is at risk of further expansion, as we detailed above. Furthermore, the facial
recognition technology in use today is discriminatory, and inaccurate. We are hopeful Congress will
take up this important issue.
Respectfully submitted,
Center for Democracy & Technology
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